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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Present perfect”.
Volume 4 – Ampliação
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:
Present perfect: is used to talk about things which happened before the time you are speaking
or writing but are relevant to the present situation.
We form by using: SUBJECT + HAVE/HAS + PAST PARTICIPLE + COMPLEMENT

HAVE: we use this auxiliar with the subjects: I, YOU, WE, THEY. Ex: I have ridden a horse.
HAS: we use this auxiliar with the subjects: HE, SHE, IT. Ex: She has studied a lot.
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Negative form: in this tense we add not after the auxiliar have/has.
Sharon has gone to Pam’s.
Sharon has not (hasn’t) gone to Pam’s.
You have received many messages.
I haven’t received many messages.

Has Sharon gone to Pam’s?
Have you received many messages?
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Interrogative form: in this tense the auxiliar comes before the subject.

Question 1- Write in the Present perfect tense.
a) Amanda ________ (do) a cake.
b) My parents _____________ (send) many present to us.

d) Robbin __________ (swim) at his friend’s.
e) They ____________ (not - study) a lot.
f) We _____________ (play) volleyball.
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c) You _____________ (not - write) beautiful compositions.

g) He _____________ (ride) his bike.

a) has done; b) have sent; c) haven’t written; d) has swum; e) haven’t studied; f) have played; g) has ridden

Question 2- Choose the correct alternative.
a) My mother ___________ (drink) lots of water.
) have drink		

( ) has drank		

( ) has drunk

b) They __________ (move) since January.
( ) has moved		

(

) have moved (

) has move

c) Wanessa _________ (speak) French.
( ) have spoken		

( ) has spoken		

( ) has speak

d) Vespúcia ________ (think) about Noah.
) has thinked		

( ) has thought		

( ) have thought

a) has drunk; b) have moved; c) has spoken; d) has thought

(
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Question 3 - Read the sentences.
1. Jennifer have worked as a graphic designer.
2. She has just turned 33.
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3. They has helped their mother.
4. Have you gone to school?
5. Danny have cooked a lot.
According to the Present perfect structure
a) 1 and 2 are correct.
b) 2 and 3 are correct.
c) 3 and 5 are incorrect.
d) 4 and 5 are correct.
Alternativa C

#IrAlém
Let’s learn more about “Present perfect“ doing a different activity?
Watch the trailer from Shrek 2 and complete the sentences in the Present perfect.
Available on: <https://en.islcollective.com/video-lessons/present-perfect-tense>. Access
on: Aug. 25, 2020.

I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

